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Opening Hours:
9:30-18:00, Wednesday, 23 June 2021

9:00-18:00, Thursday, 24 June 2021

9:00-16:00, Friday, 25 June 2021

Venue: Hall 5.1/6,1/7.1/8.1, National Exhibition and 

Convention Center (Shanghai) 
West Entrance: 1888 ZhuGuang Road, Qingpu District, Shanghai,

China (nearby East Xujing Metro Station, Metro Line 2)

North Entrance: No.333, Songze Avenue, Qingpu District, Shanghai, 

China (nearby Zhuguang Road Station, Metro Line 17)

South Entrance: No.168, Yinggang Road (East), Qingpu District, 

Shanghai, China
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ProPak China 2021, the 27th International Processing and Packaging Exhibition organised by 
Sinoexpo Informa Markets, will take place at the NECC (National Exhibition and Convention 
Centre), in Shanghai from 23 to 25 June 2021.
In collaboration with the China Food and Packaging Machinery Industry Association and 
the China National Packaging and Food Machinery Cooperation, and their FoodPack brand 
(the 21th Shanghai International Food Processing and Packaging Machinery Exhibition), 
the joint exhibition will afford nearly 1,000 leading exhibitors the opportunities to showcase 
their latest industry innovations ranging from packaging, food processing, weighing, printing 
and labelling, packaging materials and products, smart packaging and manufacturing, to 
logistics technologies for food, beverage, dairy, pharmaceutical, cosmetics, personal care, 
and other related industries.

ProPak China 

& FoodPack 

China 2021

ProPak China & FoodPack China 2021

Food Beverage Dairy Cosmetic FMCG Pharmaceutical Healthcare

Exhibit Pro�le
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The success of ProPak China is from long-term support and partnership of the leading processing 
and packaging companies as follows.

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY

Italy

Germany North America

In no particular order

Strategic Partners

International Supporting Organisations

13 Participating Countries

and Regions from Belgium,

Canada,China,France,

Germany,Italy,Japan,

Netherlands,Singapore,

Switzerland,UK,USA and

China Taiwan

BelgiumC Anada China Japan Netherlands Singapore

France Germany Italy Switzerland UK USA

永      创

Redeem a free gift on-site
Activate your e-badge and have direct access 
on-site to save your valuable time
Receive the show preview and stay tuned with 
the show updates
Enjoy privileges such as complimentary VIP 
lounge access

Benefits of visitor pre-registrationBenefits of visitor pre-registration

Option 1Option 1
Scan the following QR code 
to complete your details.

Option 2Option 2
Pre-register via the show website:
www.propakchina.com
www.packtech-foodtech.com.cn 
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BEIJING OMORI PACKING MACHINERY CO., LTD.    

Features:
1、Packing different products at the same time with single machine.
2、Packing same product at dual capacity.
3、Easily realizing compatible packing.
4、Production lines operated by only 1 operator at the same position when 
mirror image model installed.
5、Space-Saving, convenient layout with various optional devices.
Technical Speci�cation:
1、Packing speed: max.500 packs/min.
2、Film width: max.400mm, diameter:φ350mm
3、Max. Product dimensions: 
width:100mm, height:30mm, length:75-9999mm
4、Power supply:3-phase AC 380V  15KW (main body)
5、Total Weight：2000KG

S-5000A-TW FULL 
AUTOMATICHIGH
SPEED TWIN LANE 

PACKAGING
MACHINE

CANGZHOU EIAHE PACKING MACHINERY CO., LTD

S-Series machines are horizontal form-�ll-seal machines which produces 
pouches from rollstock. With integrated functions of pouch production, 
opening, �lling and sealing, the machine could ful�ll our customers' one-
stop requirements, which enables them to present their product in most 
innovative shapes and using the latest techniques. 
Servo driven system ensures the high stability of the machine, unique 
pouch production design ensures the sealing quality. Easily fill solid, 
liquid, powder, granules, sauces and condiments, beverages, dried fruits, 
snacks, dry mixes, etc.

S Series - Automatic 
Horizontal Form Fill

and Seal Packaging 
Machine

Changzhou Huituo Technology Co., Ltd.

Daily chemical products & cosmetics liquid �lling machine
Linear automatic �lling machine
Gravity �lling; volumetric �lling; �owmeter �lling;weighing �lling
Providing different solution against viscosity and corrosion
Speci�c Anti-leaking �lling nozzle
Varied CIP system
Free debugging & high-ef�cient changeover Leakless Filling 

Machine

Chengdu Jingwei Machine making Co., Ltd.

1、Packing capacity：70~150 P/min
2、Filling capacity：≤100ml（Depends on the material and pump body）
3、Pouch length：60~130mm (According to the user's
actual packaging bag length and changing range, the
manufacturer will choose suitable roller speci�cations)
4、Pouch width：50~100mm
5、Sealing type：Heat sealing method
6、Various viscous materials; such as tomato sauce, various seasoning 
sauces, shampoo, laundry detergent, Chinese medicine ointment, sauce-
like pesticides, etc.

Automatic Sauce
Filling And Packing 

Machine

5.1 / 6.1 / 7.1 / 8.1H

2021

4.1H Health Ingredients & Food Ingredients

Processing & Packaging

7.1H Starch & Potato

NH馆

NECC Plaza
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South Entrance Square

Intercontinental Hotel
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NH/3H Health & Nutraceutical, Natural & Health Products, Health Equipment 
& Products, Senior Care

Venue Address (West Entrance): No.1888, Zhuguang Road, Qingpu District, 
Shanghai, China

National Exhibition Convention Center Shanghai (NECC)
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DAJIANG MACHINERY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

MAP tray sealer that packs food by gas exchange in a closed chamber. 
In order to do this, the machine suck out the air using oxygen pump, and 
in�ates preservation gas under accurate measurement.
The accuracy of gas mixture reaches 99% - 99.5%. This technology 
featu re has s t rong ly enhanced the p rese r vat ion o f  the food. 
This equipment can be used for cold fresh meat, deli product, preserved 
food, beef, mutton, pork, cheese, fruit and vegetable and so on. MAP Tray Sealer 

Dezhou Purism Medical Technology Co., Ltd.

offers food grade FDA test Nitrile Gloves and Medical Examination Gloves :
- resistant to chemicals and punctures, prevent allergic reactions in 
people who are sensitive to rubber,
- Super elastic and Stretch-proof, Durable and Hard to break – perfect
for daily activities and offer enhanced hand protection against biohazards
- Effective isolation of viruses and bacteria,
- perfect for industrial applications and medical �eld as well, 
- competitive prices,
- convenient logistics around the world.

Daddy's Choice
 Disposable powder 

free Nitrile gloves

Elesa + Ganter China Co., Ltd.

Adjustable handles and lever handles are ideal for repetitive manual 
clamping operations where the lever turning angle is limited due to lack 
of space. Elesa+Ganter range includes various types of clamping levers, 
also known as clamping handles, made in technopolymer, metal, entirely 
in stainless steel or with stainless steel inserts. 

Clamping levers

Elin Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd

-Set up new technical standard;
-Hygienic design;
-Convenient and ef�cient clean up;
-Function modularization
-Human-machine friendly develop;
-One-key adjust packing speci�cation;
-Bottom-up �lling reduce dust �ying;
-Super-micro powder degassing ef�ciently resolve bag in�ation problem 
-Telecommunication increase capability of service;
-Dust free operation
-Empty bag stack volume ＞ 400 bags;
-Open and visual design brings easy and fast maintenance;
-24h×28Day operation;
-GMP standard;
-CE certi�cation;
-TUV explosion proof assessment report.

Automatic Heavy
Bag Bottom-up
Packing System

Evalcan Machinery&Equipment Co., ltd

This machine is designed for the packing of a wide variety of products 
such as granulated foods, frozen foods, snacks, vegetables and many 
other particulate products, also can pack powder products like milk 
powder, fruit powder etc. The product design adopts high-performance 
motion control system, multi -axis synchronous motion, reasonable 
distribution of time for each module, so as to achieve continuous film 
feeding, bag making and �lling, Its speed is more than 3 times of common 
machines on the currently market. Continous Flexible 

Packing Machine

Foshan Xiong Qi Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

XQ high-precision rotary ceramic plunger pump assembly is a plunger-
t ype precis ion meter ing pump used for meter ing, conveying or 
quantitatively filling chemical liquids and high-purity liquids. It has very 
high measurement accuracy and repeat consistency, and the accuracy 
is better than plus or minus five thousandths. The main material of the 
pump body is high-purity ceramics with better corrosion resistance. It 
can be used for the matching and transformation of the �lling part of the 
packaging machine. It is suitable for filling electrolyte, liquid medicine, 
biochemical reagent, chemical liquid, essential oil, essence, lotion, 
perfume, nail polish and other medium and low viscosity homogeneous 
liquid materials. 

High Precision ceramic 
pump integration

GUANGDONG GANTAN PACKAGING MACHINERY CO., LTD

The spark series weigher is capable of mixing up to 8 kinds of products. 
With the boost of memory bucket, multiple products mixing can be 
achieved with minimum number of heads with no comprise on the 
combination possibility. 

MIXING WEIGHER

Guangdong Highdream Intellectualized Machinery Co., Ltd

Main Feature:
l Strength of standard combination weigher : wide rage of application, 
high price competitiveness, reliable performance.
l 10.4 inch color display, lots of language can be chosen.
l Speed and amplitude can be adjusted in operation process.
l Weigh hopper followed by discharge, effectively prevents blockages. 
l  Ampl i tude of each l inear feeder can be adjusted separately. 
l 99 of present programs are preprogrammed in stock

New Generation 
Modular 10-head 

weigher Economic 
Model
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Guangdong Kenwei Intellectualized Machinery Co., Ltd.

It is suitable for weighing leisure foods such as candy, seeds, jelly, pet 
foods, puffy foods, pistachio, peanuts, nuts, raisins etc. and big shell nuts, 
hardwares, dried fruits, frozen foods, snack foods, meatballs and so on.
1. Adopt high precision and high accurate loadcell of famous brand, 
resolution is improved up to 2 decimal;
2. Program recovery function can reduce operation failures and support 
multi-segment weight calibration;
3. No products auto pause function can improve weighing stability and 
accuracy;
4. 100 programs capacity can meet various weighing requirements and 
user-friendly help menu contributes to easy operation;
5. Linear amplitude can be adjusted independently in the running;  
6. Many languages available for global markets.   

1st G Standard
Multihead Weigher

Guangzhou EC-PACK Packaging Equipment Co., Ltd.

Equipment characteristics:
1.8 inch colorful touch screen, simple interface and easy operation.
2.Durable ruby nozzle with long core life expectancy
 
3.Advanced VOD(Real Time Ink Viscosity Control System)ensuring clear 
and stable printing.
4.Printing speed, single line printing more than 120 meters per minute. 
Applied Technology:
1.New ink system, support fast maintenance transportation mode. 
2.Ink separate from electronic system.
3.Three Doors Design with Easy Maintenance. 
Scope of application:
EC-JET1000PRO application in food、cable、 beverage、 wood plate、 
medicine、 daily chemical、 building materials and other industries.

EC-JET1000Pro
Continuous Inkjet

Printer

Heat and Control Co., Ltd.

1.Highest horizontal motion travel rate: 40+FPM   2.Low product damage 
and seasoning loss   3.Counter-balanced drive reduces transmitted 
vibration   4.Uses 40% less energy than compare conveyors   5.Lowest 
operating cost and highest resale value   6.�ve year drivetrain warranty 

FastBack® Horizontal 
Motion Conveyor

JINAN SINOPUFF MACHINERY CO., LTD

Twin Screw Extruder 300-A uses grain，potatoes，and beans as the main 
raw materials,by taking the advantage of pressure difference between 
inside and outside in a high temperature and high pressure condition to 
produce a variety of puff snack which is popular in the market, such as 
fragrant chicken, rolls, crispy stick, rings etc. By changing moulds and 
assistant equipments, it can also produce nutritional powder, grain gruel 
and many other leisure snacks in different shapes. This automatic process 
line is of leading level for its superior characters, such as, ""applied to 
many materials, convenient operation and maintenance, low power 
consumption, high output"". 

Twin-screw Extruder
300-A

Klöckner Pentaplast (Suzhou) Specialty Materials Co., Ltd.

These films create high-impact full-body sleeves, completely covering 
your product in text and graphics. Available with a range of shrinkage 
properties, they shrink beautifully around both simple and multiple 
contours. They are also ideal for multi-packs and tamper-evident bands/
security closures. 

Pentalabel® 
WhiteOpak ®

NETZSCH (Shanghai) Machinery and Instruments Co., Ltd.

The MasterCream was developed for the �exible and ef�cient re�ning of 
confectionery raw materials such as nuts as well for the reprocessing of 
rework. Pre-cutting-system - flexibility and quality for confectionery raw 
materials and rework. Whether integrated into NETZSCH  Rumba or Salsa 
plants, into your existing line or as a stand-alone machine – the NETZSCH 
MasterCream is an optimal complement to your production. The pre-
ground paste of nuts or rework can directly transported to a process tank 
for further processing. System MasterCream

Pattyn Packing Lines

The fully automatic case erector CE-11-P forms perfectly rectangular boxes, 
guaranteeing a trouble-free packaging process. Standard speed for hot 
melt execution up to 16c/min. 

Case Erector
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Provol Packaging Technology (Cangzhou) Co., Ltd.

The HFFS machine FS100-4 adopts the innovative design with double-deck 
working stations. The machine is capable of working in Quadplex. The 
machine can reach an output of 280 pouches per minute, forming and 
�lling and sealing pouches with a range of 70×70mm to 100×320mm. Flexible High-

speed Form-Fill-Seal 
Packaging Machine

Qingdao Dongping Junchuan Industry Automation
Equipment Co., Ltd.

The machine replaces the traditional manual packaging, makes the 
packing production goes automatically, improves production ef�ciency, 
reduces production cost by a large margin. The whole device can be 
operated by one person, which reduced labor cost greatly. It can pack 
solid parts,liquid parts and powder parts automatically worked with 
prefabricated plastic bags. 

Automatic rotary 
packaging machine

Qingdao Nuoen Packing Machinery Co., Ltd.

Equipment composition: bag feeding machine + liquid paste filling 
machine
Packing weight: 20-1000ml; 1000-3000ml
Measuring accuracy: less than 2g (within 500ML) less than 1% (500-
3000ml)
Packing speed: 10-60 bags/min
Sealing form: straight stripe, reticulated
Applicable products: liquid such as laundry detergent, bath liquid, 
pesticide, etc.,sauces such as hotpot bottom material, ketchup, sesame 
paste, etc

Liquid sauce
packaging

production line

Qingdao Ouyade Precision Weighing Equipment Co., Ltd.

Suitable for chicken or duck meat processing, seafood products such as 
abalone,sea cucumber and so on. 

Food weight sorting 
machine

QINGDAO YILONG PACKAGING MACHINERY CO., LTD

The production line contains several mechanical equipment:
● Automatic rotary packaging machine for premade bags：The main 
product of our company. It’s suitable for all kinds of premade bags. Can 
automatic pick up bags, �lling, sealing and output.
● Bucket elevator: It is suitable for lifting from low to high. Suitable for solid 
and granular materials.
● Multi-head weigher: The multi-head weigher has 8 heads,10 heads, 12 
heads, 14 heads, 16 heads, 24 heads and even more. Each of them is a 
separate scale, which can be weighed independently. Suitable for solid 
and granular materials.
● Fill ing Machine: It is widely used in daily chemical, oil and other 
industries. It can �ll different high viscosity �uids.
● Automatic cartoning machine: automatically put the product into the 
folding carton and complete the lid box action
We have production lines for powder, liquid, solid, particles, big granule, 
sauce.

Customized
production line

RAYMAN DETECTION (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD.

Reliably and stably detect all kinds of metal contaminant on the surface 
and embedded in the product, as well as the omission of metal parts. 
Effectively avoid the risk of metallic contamination, customer complaints 
and recalls. 

METAL DETECTOR

Robopac

Robot S7 is the new Robopac self-propelled wrapping machine for 
packaging with stretch �lm.
The machine is built to wrap and stabilize palletized loads of any shape, 
size and weight, using stretch �lm.
One of the salient features of Robot S7 is certainly the ergonomics with 
ease of handling thanks to the movement rudder that allows you to easily 
move the machine inside the plant.
So Robot S7 is the ideal solution for all industrial realities that require 
maximum flexibility in terms of logistics and warehouse management.  
Thanks to the innovative system for facilitated �lm insertion (ILS) through 
the opening of the trolley and to the Power Drive technology with 
brushless motorization, it is possible to control the film with extreme 
precis ion, guaranteeing per fect pre - s t retching and the lowest 
consumption of film and energy in view of environmental sustainability.  
The control panel with color TOUCH SCREEN screen allows to create up to 
12 programs in a simple and functional way thanks to the icons patented 
by Robopac. Furthermore, the panel is equipped with the Multilevel-
Control technology which allows the best stabilization of the load using 
the least amount of �lm thanks to other 12 programs that can be set with 
this system.
This is thanks to the possibility of af�xing the perfect amount of �lm to each 
part of the load with the best containment force.  

Robot S7
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Shanghai Acepack Intelligent Technology Co., LTD. 

DS-180DS is designed for packaging small stand up pouch with maximum 
speed 80 -100ppm，it is suitable for all kinds of products and is an 
economic packaging solution for small doypacks. 

DS-180DS

Shanghai DEMAC Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd.

T30/T50 Thermal transfer overprinter adopts the world's leading thermal 
transfer technology, with the characteristics of high resolution, high speed 
and high frequency, wide printing area, simple operation easy to use. It 
perfectly realizes the accurate printing on �exible packaging �lm, supports 
real-time, date, text character, graphic, barcode and other printing 
contents, and supports variable content printing, Widely used in food, 
medicine, dairy, daily chemical etc. industries. Thermal Transfer 

Overprinter

Shanghai Ingram MicroPackaging Technology,. LTD

Products for drinks,enzymes,collagen peptide and other products of the 
special-shaped stand-up bag automatic bag-making,�lling,sealing body 
models,high production ef�ciency,save the cost of packaging materials 
production

Special-shaped
stand-up bag packing 

machine

Shanghai Nature Beyond Electric Technology Co., Ltd.

1: the travel distance is 2 t imes of the standard proximity sensor; 
2: complete varieties of m8-m30 with dif ferent sizes and diameters; 
3: threaded cylindrical stainless steel shell, beautiful appearance and 
stable performance;
4: response frequency 1k-2k unequal Hz;
5: the service life is 999 days. proximity sensor

SHANGHAI ROCKY ADHESIVES CO., LTD.

Application: Designed for automatic carton closing/box sealing. 
Features： Good bonding strength Fast setting High temperature and 
humidity resistance Good �exibility 

Hot melt Adhesive for 
Carton Closing

Shanghai Shigan industrial Co., Ltd.

The SG-100 is a mechanical device for small products. Large screen and 
high precision are its characteristics. The accuracy can be up to ± 0.03-
0.05g, and the fastest speed can be 300 pieces / minute. It is mainly 
suitable for small-package products such as pharmaceutical industry, 
health care products and cosmetics, and is suitable for customers with 
high requirements. 

Online checkweigher
SG-100

SHANGHAI WEESHINE MACHINERY CO., LTD

The automatic �lm roll forming and packaging solution for particles, strips, 
blocks, powders and other materials. The machine replaces labor, with a 
high degree of automation, and can be fully automated and unattended. 
Complete automatic weighing and measurement of packaging materials, 
Automatic roll �lm bag forming, products �lling, and sealing, date printing, 
and �nished output. 

Multi-functional 
Automatic Vertical 
Packing Machine

Shoutou Oudaya Packaging Co., Ltd.

This 500 ml box is rectangular and its four corners are curved . It can be 
used for butter, ice cream, jelly, nuts and cookies and other foods. It has 
an anti-theft system design to prevent the box from being opened, stolen 
or dirty before reaching the consumers. Its plastic color and the design of 
the label can be customized,so you can show your logo and design in all 
directions on the lid, the four sides and the bottom of the box. 

ODY-016-2 500ml 
rectangle container 

with lid(Tamper 
evident/Security seal)
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Smart Wasp Intelligent Technology (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.

1.200%Pre-stretch Rate
The Pre-stretch function makes �lm even and transparent.
200% pre-stretch rate helps save 30% �lm cost.
2.Automatic Rope Grip System
Automatic rope technology can roll up a circle of �lm rope, and attach it 
to the tray to hold the goods. Ensure goods not slide out.
3.Remote Control System
Machine easily operated by remote controls start machine and pause 
machine more convenient. A remote control controls only one device. 
4.Safety Device
Safety device under �lm carriage can protect the head of the operator. 
5. Intel l igent touch control with human machine del ivery system 
Our human machine del ivery system uses SMARTWASP which is 
independent l y  deve loped, w i th remote maintenance sys tem, 
troubleshooting and guidance function, all the SMARTWASP winding 
machine uni�ed operating system, make use of more convenient, easier 
to maintain.
6.Alarm System
Alarm automatically when emergency. 

Smart Wasp X100 
Intelligent Fully

Automatic Pallet 
Wrapping Machine

Suzhou KunTian TaiHe  Intelligent Technology co., Ltd.

KT500 is compatible with printing modules such as ZRBRA, SATO, DATAMAX, 
etc. It can automatically print and blow up 60 changeable content labels 
per minute, and supports 7x24 hours of high-speed, continuous and high-
precision printing and pasting, integrating excellent stability and excellent 
online running performance. 

Automatic printing
labeler KT500

Syntron Material Handling LLC

Syntron Vibrating Feeders for light industry offer unmatched �exibility and 
reliability, making them ideally suited for a number of applications and 
materials. They are typically used in feeding, mixing,blending, batching, 
grinding, packaging, �aking, freezing and drying applications. Whether 
the material is hot or cold, fine or coarse, dry or damp, light or heavy, 
these versatile units handle it with ease and ef�ciency. With over 80 years 
of performance-proven history, Syntron feeders are well known for their 
outstanding performance in bulk material handling. Syntron feeders are 
subresonantly tuned to maintain stroke consistency and speed stability, 
thus delivering higher capacities at controlled feed rates. Other standard 
features include robust design, tuneability, and the capability to work 
consistently under varying headloads. Syntron Vibrating Feeders feature 
electromagnetic design, offering excellent durability and reliability. 
With no mechanical parts to wear out or require lubrication, downtime 
and maintenance are extremely rare, even under difficult or abusive 
environmental conditions. The capacities range from 568kg to 23ton/hr.

Feeder

Techik Instrument (Shanghai) Co., Ltd

X-ray Inspection System can achieve a full rangeof contaminants 
inspection including metallic,non-metallic contaminants (glass, ceramic, 
stone, bone, hard rubber, hard plastic, etc.). It can inspect metallic, non-
metallic packaging and canned products, and the inspection effect will 
not be affected by temperature, humidity, salt content, etc. Widely been 
used for aluminum �lm and �at can packaged product.

X-ray Inspection
System

UNION CHEMICAR CO., LTD.

Thermal Transfer Ribbons
Thermal Transfer Ribbon falls into 3 general groups. 
Although the commonly used names for the 3groups may suggest 
otherwise, the pigment layers for all three groups contain both wax and 
resin. 
The 3 groups are 1-WAX, 2-WAX/RESIN, 3-RESIN. 

Thermal Transfer 
Ribbon

URSCHEL CHINA LTD

The ††CC Series is comprised of the CC, CC-D, CC-DL, CCX-D, and CC-
L. The CC Models operate via centrifugal force using a rotating impeller 
within a �xed cutting head to uniformly reduce ingredients as the product 
becomes engaged with a slicing or shredding station, or grating surface. 
These models also offer inexpensive knives and quick-changeover of 
cutting heads. All models feature continuous operation for uninterrupted 
production and are designed for easy cleanup and maintenance. 

CC SLICER SERIES
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Valco Melton

Valco Melton's EcoStitch electric valves operate at extremely high speeds, 
reaching 15,000 cycles per minute for short durations, and have a lifetime 
capable of up to 1 billion cycles, depending on operating conditions. The 
valve's precise EcoStitchTM dot pattern reduces adhesive usage by up to 
75% for payback in as little as four months following install.
Bene�ts of using EcoStitch electric valves includes:
• Reduce Adhesive Usage. Precisely control adhesive volume and weight 
dispensed to produce accurate adhesive dot patterns that can reduce 
adhesive usage by up to 75%.
• Longer Valve Life. Can reach in excess of 2 billion cycles depending on 
operating conditions.
• Increase Production Uptime. Eliminate nozzle plugging and associated 
maintenance by using lower pressure and larger nozzle orifices to 
dispense adhesive. 
• Eliminate Consumable Parts & Downtime. Compared to pneumatic 
pumps and valves, electric systems require almost 90% fewer seals and 
spare parts to run, minimizing the chance of valve failure, as well as 
downtime associated with repairs.
•Minimize Spare Parts Stock. Reduce total cost of ownership by eliminating 
consumable parts and decreasing investment in stock and storage costs. 
• Improve Package Strength and Quality. Guarantee better bond integrity 
and achieve strong �ber tear with precise, high-speed dot placement.  

EcoStitch Electric
Hot Melt Guns

WEIFANG GUANYU MACHINERY MANUFACTURE CO., LTD

USE FOR THE BEER, DRINK AND DAILY CHEMICAL ARTICLES INDUSTRY

FILLING VALVE

ZHEJIANG DINGYE MACHINERY CO., LTD.

The folding &sealing machine adopts the high holding power of 
PVC adhesive tape on the carton the following transmission, smooth 
transmission and sealing on the sealing tape, rapid, easy to adjust, can 
be a one-time adhesive tape printing, folding cover and the upper and 
lower sealing action. Greatly improve the appearance of the product. 
It is widely used in household appliances, textiles, food, cosmetics, 
daily provisions, medicine, chemical industry and other manufacturing 
industries.
DQFXS-7050  carton edges sealer is used for sealing the edges of top 
and bottom �aps. It can be equipped into automatic carton packaging 
system.

DQFXS-7050
Automatic carton 

edges sealer+DQFXZ-
5050S Automatic 

carton
fold and sealing

machine

Wuhan Rentian Packaging Automation Technology Co., Ltd.

KX-25 case erector adopts the principle of vertical case erecting and can 
automatically complete case picking, case erecting, bottom cover folding 
and bottom side sealing. Special design makes case forming process 
more stable, achieves high pass rate of case erecting and reduces case 
damage effectively.
Quick Changeover: Changeover time is less than 1 minute
Accurate and reliable servo control: Quicker, more flexible and quieter 
than using pneumatic drivers
High safety standard: Designed according to CE PLD safety standards
High durability design: Welding frame structure;extended blank magazine 
with guide rail supports for large load; More than 10mm transparent 
covers.
Vertical case feeding mode: Blank magazine can be expanded and 
stacking height and case feeding mode conforms to ergonomic designs 
Hygienic design concept: Reduce material accumulation surface and 
eliminate horizontal cavity design.
Visualization and intervention: All components convenient for access 
and operation to improve the efficiency of maintenance and restored 
operation.
Detection alarm: Detection alarms for tape shortage, tape breakage, tape 
non-cutting, case stuck and etc.

KX-25 Case Erector

YA-VA Intelligent Systems Co., Ltd.

10kg/m load capacity;speed up to 45m/min;small turning radius; 
24H/7Day continuous operation;
Adjust to different layout;chain width:44mm-295mm;low friction、low noise 
and longevity ;
Used to transport various package and small items

�exible chain
conveyor system

Zhejiang Hengjiu Machinery Group Co., Ltd.

Since the 1980s, Hengjiu Corporation's Huangshan Chain Company have 
been developing and marketing stainless-steel �at top chains; thereafter, 
expanded its product line to plastic chains, chain nets, sprocket wheels 
and related accessories. With the trust and support of our customers, 
after 40 years of research and practice, we have achieved some results. 
Our manufacturing process technology and equipment is market-leading 
standards and is being referenced to in deriving the GB / T4140 "Flat Top 
Chains and Sprockets for Conveyors. The main drafting unit of national 
standards. 

Stainless-Steel Flat
Top Chain
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Zhejiang Mingbo Machinery Company 

Features : 
This equipment matches the preformed pouch rotary packaging machine 
with a variety of measurement methods e.g.combination weigher, liquid & 
paste �ller, pickle measurement machine, powder auger �ller 
Application:
1. Candy, cornmeal, preserved fruit, chocolate, pan cake, cake, puffed 
food, etc.
2. Juice, tomato sauce, peanut sauce, chili sauce, washing liquid and 
detergent, etc.
3. Milk powder, coffee, spice and additive, etc.
4. Roasted seeds and nuts, dry fruit, leisure food.
Worke process:
1. Feed bag, 2. code, 3. open bag, 4. fill& vibration, 5. fill(2 time), 6. 
seal(once), 7. seal(twice), 8. form & output.

MB8-200C/300C  
Premade Pouch 

Packaging Machine

ZHONGSHAN NCA CO., LTD.

The machine is used to cut an angle and weld a plastic spout on 
the cut automatically. It is suitable for the large pouches of drinks, 
chrysanthemum MSG, grape sugar powder, washing liquid, hand washing 
liquid and cosmetics etc.
Spout type: Short spout （φ5mm-φ25mm）
Pouch size: L：（120-320）mm   W：（90-250）
mm  Max：300×250mm   320×200mm  260×260mm
Capacity: 45-50pcs/min
Dimension: （L×W×H）5700×3000×1900mm (including bag feed conveyor)  
Weight: 2000KG

NCA1623B Automatic 
Pouch Spout Inserter

ZHUOLI IMAGING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

The hot code ribbon is used in the ribbon printer. It is used to print 
the production date, batch number, expiration date, etc,. on various 
packaging films, aluminum foil, glazing paper, prefabricated bags and 
other packaging materials and labels. It is widely used in food, medicine, 
dairy products, sanitary products, daily chemicals and pharmaceutical 
industries.

HOT CODE RIBBON

Leybold (Tianjin) International Trade Co., Ltd.

Vacuum is an important and widely-used utility in the food industry. Until 
today, oil-sealed rotary vane pumps were the norm. However, using such 
pumps bears risks as the pump oil could end up polluting your workspace 
or ,even worse, your food. To avoid these risks and to ensure product 
freshness,
Leybold has developed the “NOVADRY”.This 100% oil-free vacuum pump 
will revolutionise the market.

NOVADRY

RGS ENVIRONMENT TECHNOLOGY (SHANGHAI) CO.,LTD

Electric or pneumatic vacuum pump works to create a vacuum within 
the conveyor line to generate a differential pressure gas flow to deliver 
solids, powder or particulate material. the vacuum generated by the 
vacuum unit must be an accurate calculation to complete the transfer 
of the material and take into account the factors that are sufficient in 
the transmission process, such as flowability, material particle size, bulk 
density, Abrasiveness and physical characteristics of the transmission line, 
etc. the material which can realize the negative pressure conveying can 
be batching.

Vacuum conveyor 
and batching

Shanghai Yuanan Fluid Equipment Technology Co., Ltd.

It plays a crucial role in the centralized control of intelligent automation; 
for the mainstream production technology of high-end double-seat dual-
sealing forging anti-mixing valve in the international industry, all of the 
valve bodies are forged by raw steel based on the �nish turning molding 
techniques of CNC, we are devoted to improving the relevant techniques 
and walking together with the internationally mainstream high-end 
valves. The forging and manufacturing process of raw steel possesses 
strong rigidity and it can bear higher acid-base under the temperature 
function, the complete set of sealing ring in key accessories of the valves 
are imported and it makes valves keep stable operation in process pipe 
for longer time. It has been broadly applied in the industries of dairy 
products, beer, beverage, condiment, and biological fermentation, etc. Double-seat dual-

sealing forging anti-
mixing valve
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Yanmao Intelligent Equipment (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.

The biggest feature of the machine is that it integrates unpacking, 
packing and sealing, which is also called three-in-one packing machine 
machine
According to the customer's arrangement requirements, the products 
are automatically arranged in layers and groups, and the carton is 
automatically opened and positioned before �lling, and the products are 
loaded into the carton by top load, side push, robot ect
It can meet the requirements of various specifications and realize 
automatic unpacking and sealing.
The machine can be sealed by tape or hot melt adhesive according to 
customer requirements
Adopt the PLC control, the touch screen can show the running status and 
error alarm, such as no material alarm, door open alarm, other faults 
alarm.
Packing products are widely used in tissue paper, wet tissue paper, food, 
medicine, cosmetics, health products, bottle, can, hardware and other 
various products

Automatic Case 
and Carton Filling 
Machine for Tissue 
Disposable Paper

Shanghai Soontrue Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd

For small package to large package, packing solution, reasonable 
equipment configuration, give full play to the capacity of each link, 
ensure the smooth operation of the production process, reduce labor 
costs, improve production ef�ciency. 

Automatic bag 
packing and 

packing solution

WENZHOU KEDI MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

This equipment is mainly designed for zipper stand-up pouch packaging. 
It adopts PLC control and human-machine interface. It is suitable for 
automatic filling and packing of granules, liquids, powders and other 
materials. 

Zipper pouch Rotary 
packing machine

XIANGYANG PACKING MACHINERY FACTORY

The machine is a newly developed and high-precision automatic double-
sided aluminum �lm stretching vacuum packaging machine based on our 
company's production of vacuum packaging equipment for more than 
ten years. It has brought a great reform to the leisure food industry, saving 
human resources, reducing the rate of defective products, and making 
the packaging effect more beautiful and elegant; The use of health, high 
ef�ciency, vacuum packaging machine is the gospel of the food industry, 
is the necessary equipment for the long-term development of modern 
food packaging manufacturers. The automatic stretch packaging of 
double-sided aluminum �lm is realized.

Automatic double 
sided aluminum 
�lm stretching 

vacuum packaging 
machine

CHENGDU CHUANGSHI INDUSTRY CO.,LTD

Seventeen years focused on working clothes that meet food hygiene 
management standards and national standards. National Standards 
Compiler of "Technical Requirements for Working Clothes for Food Workers" 
(Food Working Clothes). Can be customized design, custom fabrics, to 
meet the needs of a variety of working environments, safety in compliance 
with food hygiene management standards and national standards, 
excellent protective performance and hygienic performance. Moisture 
wicking, dust and anti-static, skin-friendly and comfortable. The high-tech 
environmental protection printing logo never fades, and you can set a 
separate number for each garment to avoid mixing.

Food factory 
uniform

Nantong Hengli Packing Technology Co.,Ltd.

The equipment is used to mix and pack many different materials. Each 
product can be individually quantified. Such as daily nut packagings. 
Applicable containers: bottles, cans, bags, boxes, etc.

Multi-mixing 
packging machine
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Beijing XinFeiPengYe Technology Co.Ltd

Beijing Xinfei Pengye Technology Co., Ltd. was established in 2006. It is a 
high-tech enterprise integrating R&D, design, production, sales and after-
sales service. It is constantly exploring and developing meat processing 
machinery and equipment and assembly lines. The company's main 
meat food machinery and equipment, slaughter equipment, especially 
in the cutting production line, conditioning production line, packaging 
production line and accessories consumables, these four major sectors 
have been based on the forefront of industry leaders, have been 
imitated, never surpassed, more than ten years, "Xin Feipeng" adheres 
to the principle of customer �rst and has won the trust and support of our 
customers with high-quality service. 

Chopper + hoist

Shijiazhuang Helper Food Machinery Co.，Ltd

Helper noodle machine Series from material to product automatic 
noodle productioonline is consist of vacuum doughmixer， automatic 
wrapper， Wa kingseries， automatic cuttingandi portioning system.
Systemabideby�rst-in�rst-outprinciple， withthehelp o�ntegrated operation 
systemno people touch， data contra l， keepthe product standardizing 
ofexcellent product.

Automatic fresh 
noodle production 

line

Nanjing Yangzi Grain & Oil Food Processing Machinery Co., Ltd

Nanjing Yangzi noodle machine is a patented product developed by 
Nanjing Yangzi noodle machine. It is mainly used in the production 
of high-grade fresh-keeping ramen, fresh-keeping semi-dry ramen, 
dried noodles, instant noodles, Wudong noodles, quick-frozen wonton, 
dumplings and other flour products. It is the best choice for modern 
noodle industry.

Full range of 
vacuum and 

surface equipment

CHENGDU HONRAY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

The free rotation assembly mechanism drives the bottle body to rotate 
at a high speed, and drives the foreign matter in the bottle to rotate with 
the liquid. When the bottle body quickly brakes to stop rotating, the liquid 
is still rotating due to inertia effect. And the movement trajectory of the 
visible foreign matter shows different brightness characteristics under 
different light sources. The high-speed industrial camera continuously 
captures multiple images, and then the system processes, through image 
processing, accurately distinguishes foreign matters and bubbles in the 
liquid, and achieves the purpose of detecting foreign matters.

Large volume 
parenteral 
automatic 

intelligent light 
inspection machine 
(plastic bottle / Soft 

PP bottle)

Shanghai Chengtao Machinery Co., Ltd

Man-machine touch control operation panel, can remember 150 kinds 
of operation mode. Filling roller adopts silica gel round face gear, baking 
wheel conveyor belt can move up and down, reduce the wire drawing will 
not lead to air bubbles. Can do �xed-point �lling and mobile �lling, making 
a variety of products and can choose a single operation or continuous 
operation to cooperate with the production line. The machine is made of 
304 stainless steel, clean and sanitary, the hopper is easy to disassemble 
and clean, the �lling part of the extrusion gear is hard �lm

CT-ZJ400

OMRON INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION(CHINA)CO., LTD.

OMRON INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION(CHINA)CO.,LTD. is a multinational 
company leading industrial automation products and application of 
advanced technology. With its "sensing and control" technology, we 
make use of our many years of experience and deep understanding 
of the production site to continuously meet customers' pursuit of 
product diversification and high quality. In China, OMRON INDUSTRIAL 
AUTOMATION(CHINA)CO.,LTD. has established R & D, production, technical 
service and logistics bases. It has sales companies in North China, East 
China and South China. It has more than 40 of�ces all over the country, 
providing direct services to customers.

HD1500mobile robot

Kawasaki Robotics（Tianjin）Co., Ltd.

Dual arm cooperative robot duaro cardboard box production line, using 
two models of Kawasaki, a total of 7 duaro dual arm robots as the main 
body of the production line. The operation process of carton folding, 
packing, folding cover, logistics transfer and packing, packing and 
palletizing are realized. It is widely used in electronic product packaging 
industry. Through the two arm cooperative robot, we can realize the 
following requirements: in a narrow space, set up two arms, carry out 
different work requirements at the same time, and two arms cooperate to 
carry out the same work.

Carton packaging 
system

Shandong Realcreat Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd

Serve customers of slaughtering and segmentation of pigs, cattle, sheep, 
and poultry, tailor-made PU belts, POM belts, single-layer, double-layer, 
and three-layer separation and conveying equipment for customers; 

Intelligent dividing 
conveyor line


